


4. Gently scrape along the
broken lines with an awl
to make it easier to fold.

5. Before assembling wires,
roll it out on the table and
use a cardboard or ruler to
straighten it. 

6. To shape a wire into a
hoop, use cylindrical
objects and wrap the wire 
around it. Use pliers to
create smaller shapes. 

Cut out the transparent film
template and place it on
the transparent film. 

Use clear tape to tape the
four corners of the paper,
keeping it in place.

Repeat for all pieces of
the template and cut
them out. 

Cut out shapes on
the cloth template. 

Stick the paper templates
onto the back of the 
cloth one by one. 

Lay out all paper templates 
on the cloth, (do not stick 
them too far apart), then cut 
them to get the correct 
sized cloth pieces.

Stick double sided tape
on the back of the 
template.

Tipssum

Cut    Cut/Slice     Mark      Glue    Next      Rotate/Wrap Glue in
this direction

Alcohol based glue: Dries faster but there may be glue strings. 
Used for gluing large wood boards and smaller objects such as 
metal and furniture.
    
    White glue: Dries slowly, sticks tightly, traceless. Used 
    for thin transparent films and paper parts. 
        Note: When attaching transparent film to wood, please
    use white glue. 

Glue Guide

Warning: Do not plug wires into power outlets. Do not use 
more batteries than recommended. 

Do not directly attach the wires to
a battery with your hands.

Insert batteries into the battery box, 
then connect the LED wires to the 
battery box wires. Turn on the switch 
and the bulbs should light up. 
  

1. Refer to the final product images to guide you through.
2. Use the black-and-white paper templates to cut out paperboard 
and fabrics to prevent mistakes.
3. Certain fabrics, beads and plastic pieces may look slightly different 
due to supply availability. 
4. If children are participating in the assembling process, please 
ensuensure that they do not handle sharp materials, and that they are 
always accompanied by an adult. 
5. Refer to the figures below to test the LED lights prior to assembly. 
Note: the red wire on the battery box is positive and the black wire 
is negative. 

1. Use the following method for
flooring and wallpaper. Apply 
glue, wait momentarily then 
paste. The glue will be be more
even and less risk of tearing
the paper parts.

Reminder

Tools Required

Before You Start      







(Use a cardboard to spread out the glue)

Refer to p.1 to test the LED lights. Wrap up the wires near the bulb with tape as shown 
below so the wires do not touch, avoiding short circuit. (For all LED lights please follow 
the same steps)

Some versions of the product do not include the parts below. 



(If A3 and A4 do not fit in, rub down their edges using sandpaper)

(Lay B6 down and glue B4 as shown)

Tip: if A6 is damagedduring transportation,
use glue to stick it back in shape. It will not
affect the final product. 

Prior to assembling, refer to p.1 to test the LED lights.

(Apply glue evenly
in the yellow area)



(Fold the leaves, make them
     look natural)

(Scrape along the broken lines with 
an awl, careful not to cut open the paper)

(Stick 3 LED lights on the 3 grey points as shown. Bend the bulbs upwards and align them to the 
dots. Glue the wires along the edges and press to make them flat)



(Roll C28-7 up with an awl)



(Fold into accordion
as shown, the width
should be 0.5cm)



(Apply glue along the bottom end of
the cloth. Roll up the fabric and stick it together
as shown. The center should be hollow)

(Fold the cloth 0.5cm inwards
and stick together)



(Cut out each piece of C28-12 then stick as shown)

(Repeat the method on the
previous page to perfect the seat cushions)





(Cut out two 2.5cm wires, 
gently cut off the rubber)



(Wrap it around a cylindrical object
to make it into a circle, then 
apply glue along the yellow line)



(Wrap up everything and trim off any
excess fabric)




